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Moll Dur

1 
Nomenclature and theory  

I am using the German term for this typical harmonic phenomenon to make 

it stand out in its own world.  I know the English term “minor-major” 
describes the same harmonic situation, but this denomination might be too 

generic and obscure and might not do justice to the clear harmonic scenario 

so often found in the music of the last 2 centuries; and so very often in the 

standard tunes we play as jazz musicians.

In essence Moll Dur (MD) is nothing more than the consequence of the 
lowering of the 6th note of a Major scale:

This note now becomes a leading tone towards the 5th note of the scale.  In a 

IV chord it means that we now have 2 leading tones (just like we would have 
on a  V chord in fact) ready to return to the Tonic.

        IV               IVMD               I
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We see thus a Subdominant - Tonic movement.  This is called a plagal 

cadenza.

If we add the 7th to the IV-chord, this 7th will remain the same in the IVMD:

       IV              IVMD                I

Thus creating a harsh-sounding minor-major seventh chord.  To soften this 
chord we can replace the major 7th with its foundation: the 6th:

       IV                IVMD              I

You can feel that the function and harmonic essence of Fmi△ and Fmi6 is 

absolutely equal.

If now we play these chords with a prominent bass, it sounds like this:

   

          IV              IVMD             I
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or with the milder 6th:

          IV             IVMD              I

We now arrive at a point that I do not understand truly.  I can see that the 

IVMD chord with the 6th (Fmi6) is very much the same as a Bb7 chord.  But 

why this somewhat alien “bb” can appear as a bass note in the tonality of C 

major is something I do not grasp for the full 100%.

Anyhow, it is a fact that playing the above Fmi△ and Fmi6 with a “bb” in the 

bass, thus creating Bb7#11 or Bb7/9 does not change the tendency of the 

notes and the harmonic meaning of the chords:

          IV             VIIMD             I

          IV               VIIMD              I
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This leads me to the statement that IVMD and VIIMD are truly inter-

changeable, in which we have to remark though that Bb7 has a slightly 

stronger tension towards the Tonic.  We therefore cannot have Fmi6 or 

Fmi△ follow Bb7.  This feels like going backwards in harmonic tension.

It must be clear that the MD phenomenon is a special corner within 

harmonic music, and that it should not be misconceived by vague 

interpretations as “a chord borrowed from the parallel Minor (not to be 

confused with the relative Minor).  Chords can of course be borrowed from 
the parallel Minor - and this happens often - but this is not what Moll Dur is. 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2 
Examples 

Moll Dur can be found in many standards.  I will give you many examples, all 

in the tonality of C major, so you can see how the harmonic and melodic 
situations compare.

I start with examples where we see a clear IV - IVMD scenario:

All The Things You Are (bar 30)

        IV                                 MD

But Not For Me (bar 10)

       IV                           MD                              I

Ev’ry Time We Say Goodbye (bar 13)

      ( II            V      )      IV             MD                         I                  
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Easy Living (bar 4)

        IV                      MD                     I

God Bless The Child (bar 6);  even though the song is drenched in Blues, the 

melody remains true to the Moll Dur logic

        IV                                   MD

It Had To Be You (bar 26)

                     ( V )             IV                        MD                       I

Just Friends (bar 3-4)

                IV                                     MD                                  I or III

Misty (bar 4)

                   IV                                MD                            I
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My Romance (bar 9)

                 IV      MD           I

You Are Too Beautiful  (bar 5)

        IV               MD                 I6

Moll Dur can also follow the other Subdominant: the 2nd degree.  Here some 
examples:

Darn That Dream (bar 5)

        II                            MD                            III

For All We Know (bar 8)

        II                                      MD

The Girl From Ipanema (bar 27)

        II                                               MD
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I Fall In Love Too Easily (bar 13)

        II                   MD             ( V )

My Ideal (bar 13)

        II                            MD                    I

My Old Flame (bar 4)

        II                               MD                    I

Over The Rainbow (bar 5)

        II         MD          I

Tenderly (bar 6)

                        II                           MD                     I
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Tunes where the IVMD is approached directly:

Body And Soul (bar 18)

        I6                 MD                 III

A Nightingale Sang In Berkeley Square (bar 4 and bar 6) 

        IV           ( II     V     )    VI     MD             I

        I         MD           I

When Sunny Gets Blue  (bar 2) 

               II                 V              IVMD            VIIMD

In some standards the theory is made audible, and the melody in fact 

underlines the fact that the 7th of the IV chord should not be a minor 7th.

Dindi (bar 6)

         IV                             MD
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Cherokee (bar 7-8)

        IV                                        MD                                 I

After You’ve Gone (bar 3 and 4)

        IV                                        MD

The Days Of Wine And Roses (bar 7)

       ( V )                 II                                           MD 

Embraceable You (bar 6)

        II                           MD                         I

Smile (bar 11) 

        II                                                    MD
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Star Dust (bar 3-4)

       IV                                            MD                                                    I

There Will Never Be Another You (bar 9)

                IV                         MD                          I

Weaver Of Dreams (bar 9)

       IV                           MD                          III

Without A Song (bar 4)

        I              ( V )                       IV                      MD                        I

Then a few examples of special Moll Dur occurrences.  Sometimes the 

composition will not allow much interchangeability; but with the knowledge 

of the above you might be able to find interesting ideas for re-harmonisation

All Of You (bar 1)

                                             MD                     I
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A Child Is Born (bar 2 etc.).  Because of the Tonic pedal it is clear that the 

composer wanted this specific use of the chords.  It doesn’t take away from 

the fact though that the second chord is a clear Moll Dur. 

           I              MD                    I

Stella By Starlight (bar 5 and bar 12).  This fantastic song has 2 beautiful 

Moll Dur moments.  The one on bar 8 is pretty straight forward; mysterious 
since the melody doesn’t give anything away.  The harmony in bar 12 is a bit 

more complex.  The tune has just modulated to a new key and this bar gives 

the IVMD and VIIMD in the new key (a 5th above the key of the tune).  Notice 

how the situation in fact is a direct transposition from the first occurrence.

        IV               MD                         I

       III = VI                 MD                       I

Dedicated To You (bar 5: can be IIMD - V  or  IVMD - VIIMD)

                II from mi      V                I
               MD
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My Foolish Heart (bar 26)

        VI                               MD                        I

In the Bebop era, when the desire to manoeuvre over II - V progressions was 

quite prevalent, some tunes, composed during that time will ignore the Moll 

Dur principle and expose a somewhat more random use of II - V 

progressions.

Joy Spring (bar 4)

        I                                     IV from mi     VIIMD             III

Yardbird Suite (bar 2)

         I                             IV from mi   VII from mi      I

Lady Bird (bar 3-4)

         I                                                       IV from mi              VIIMD 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3 
In Practise 

On all the above examples the player thus has the choice to play Fmi△, 

Fmi6 or Bb7 or a combination of these.  When the theme is played, the 

melody will often dictate the best choice.  Also the harmonic rhythm before 

and after can play a role; sometimes it is great to play one chord only, 

sometimes two chords sound better.

As always, the dance between the left hand of the piano and the double bass 

is a delicate one.  Pianists that are sparse with their roots will be easier to 
dance with for a bassist than the ones that have a fuller approach.  Also 

realise that the slower music moves, the more vertical it becomes.  Ears on 

high alert in those situations is the motto. 

Scales to use:

In general we can say that the use of the melodic minor scale on the IVth 

degree is the logical one:
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The gap between the “ab” and the “c” is most safely filled with 2 whole steps.  

Of course when Bb7 is being played, there is not even a choice to deviate 

from this.  In principle though there is no actual need for a “bb”, and following 

the initial theory, a scale of C with only the lowering of the 6th note might 

work as well on an Fmi chord:

Especially when descending, it is very elegant to omit the “problem” by 
skipping over it:

Personally I find that while improvising I come up with more musical ideas 

when approaching the Moll Dur situation from the F minor melodic scale 
exclusively.  In other words I will never think of using the other relevant (and 

of course identical) scale of Bblydianb7 even if in my mind the chord is Bb7.

There are some, especially older, tunes that can be confusing since a melody 

can be accompanied by a Moll Dur or by a #IV diminished chord.  This can 

only be the case if the melody is:

the root
the second
the sixth

of the scale.
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I give you a few examples here: 

Bewitched (bar 4) 

        I           ( V#5 )          IV          MD           I
 or #IV0

I Can’t Give You Anything But Love (bar 25) 

       IV                          MD                         I

                                or #IV0

All Of Me (bar 26)

        IV                          MD                   III
                                 or #IV0

When playing songs like this (especially as a bassist) you will have to have a 

quick ear and swift response in order to follow the chord instrument.  On 

top of this, some pianists will be inconsistent with their choice of harmonic 

route and will take the route that feels right within the context of what they 
are playing at that moment.  Great stuff ! 
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I know all the above can be ignored in quite some situations and the player 

can simply make use of a minor 7th chord on the IVth degree in major.  It 

leads to a not unattractive blue note on the lowered third of the key.  Again: 

in some situations not an ugly choice.  Just a bit decadent for my taste.

All The Things You Are (bar 30)

        IV                              IV from mi    VIIMD

Ev’ry Time We Say Goodbye (bar 13)

      ( II            V      )      IV             IV from mi               I                   

It seems that a thorough understanding of the Moll Dur principle hand in 

hand with a good sense of musical taste will lead to the right decision for 

each individual player. 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